Let Go by Gary Bate
Why do we hold on and often carry those few extra pounds because of it? What do we fear (loss?)?
What don't we understand? Our missing wisdom is why we wrap people, places, things and animals
up in our emotions.
How can you ascend if you don't let go? You can't. Ascension is letting go completely and you
becoming 'complete'. Your balloon basket can't rise if you don't throw out the sandbags!
So what is there for all of us to let go off? Our emotional wrapping...
In simple terms, this World is made up of People, Places, Things and our Pets (all of Nature). It is
all held together with Emotion. We participate in the emotional embrace of this World and from
that embrace we capture (or miss) Wisdom.
As Social (emotional) creatures we 'stick together' and we don't like isolation, yet our wisdom may
eventually bring us ostracism. I'm sure we will be happy with that when we are that wise.
Lettting go is not kicking everyone out of your life, but letting go emotionally of all people, all
places, all things and all animals. Holding on is a lack of wisdom (a lack of understanding).
Why is this important? Because ascension is an option for you and an option you should seriously
consider. Why? Because, at the end of the day, the only choice you've got is ascension or death.
Can you live and operate in this World without being emotionally attached to it? Yes you can. Why
would you want to achieve that? Because 'they' control you through your emotional body and
because if you achieve emotional detachment, you also achieve ascension.
We are here and we die because of our emotions. We place memories in other people and they place
memories in us. We are fodder for the Lords in the Light. But here's the thing: the vampires in the
Light (energy not blood suckers) can't take our wisdom because that is in our Souls. They can only
feed on the energy (memories) of our unresolved emotions (memories that we have not resolved
into wisdom). Without us, the angels in the Light would have no sustenance.
I write for anyone and for everyone. I write to help you become wiser. I write to let you know you
can have a destiny that doesn't involve you dying any more. I write because I have a responsibility
by virtue of what I know. I hope I have the effect of catapulting you towards the only real freedom.
If you don't break the chain in this life, you will stay on the circle of life, which looks like this:
Death – stripping – no memory – re-birth – yet another lifetime – death – stripping – no memory re-birth – yet another lifetime...
This is the most important knowledge there is. To be given this empowers you – it gives you a
choice that you didn't think was possible. You may not ever be empowered like this again. Take
your chance whilst it is known to you.
The tyrants here are working in cahoots with the vampires; they have sucessfully traumatised the
World's populace. They know how to keep the common people in their emotional bodies and the
vampires feast on that too. This Earth is fodder for the Light.
Only you can break the chain and I have taken you as far as I can take you ~ Gary Bate.

